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What do we mean by clinical concept detection

Finding clinical terms in free-text reports, specifying their spans
and types

Patient described pain as being burning in nature ,
occasionally colicky but he never had constipation,
obstipation or abdominal distension.

constipation denotes a clinically relevant entity
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What do we mean by clinical concept detection

We can distinguish between two subproblems:

Named entity recognition (NER)

find term location and corresponding semantic type
sequence labeling problem, with number of categories being
small
labels are e.g. problem, treatment, test
constipation → e.g. problem

Concept disambiguation

choose the correct sense (link to an ontology)
number of ”labels” is much larger compared to NER
labels can be all concept identifiers in an ontology
constipation → 14760008
knowing the id, finding the semantic type is straightforward
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Why detect concepts

Extracted concepts give a condense summary of a report
Extracted concepts are useful for downstream tasks we’d
like to perform (relation extraction and temporal
information extraction)
They are ultimately important for applications like

diagnosis explanation
modeling of disease progression
analysis of treatment effectiveness
simplification of reports for patient use
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What precisely counts as a concept

Suppose you want to annotate a text corpus with concepts, what
will be the operational defition of a concept?

Inclusiveness:

What is best?
early intrauterine insult of inferior mesenteric artery
early intrauterine insult of inferior mesenteric artery
early intrauterine insult of inferior mesenteric artery
early intrauterine insult of inferior mesenteric artery

How far from the node do we go (left/right modification,
determiners)?
Concepts need to be intuitive and learnable
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How precise should the categories be (NER)

Granularity:

i2b2-2010 has only 3 labels: treatment, test, problem
UMLS has 133 semantic types:
e.g. mental process, vitamin, sign or symptom, food
UMLS has 15 semantic groups:
activities & behaviors, anatomy, chemicals & drugs, concepts &
ideas, devices, disorders, genes & molecular sequences,
geographic areas, living beings, objects, occupations,
organizations, phenomena, physiology, procedures
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How do we link to an ontology

At disambiguation time, we need to address inclusiveness (as in
NER):

diabetic monitoring
Diab. Mellitus (disorder) Monitoring-action
73211009 360152008
diabetic monitoring
Diabetic monitoring (regime/therapy)
170742000
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Ambiguity

Many terms are ambiguous (esp. when looked at in isolation):

The nasopharynx appeared normal with patent ET
on both sides.

ET is a highly ambiguous entity in an ontology (SNOMED-CT):

Endotracheal Tube (instrument), 26412008
Embryo Transfer (procedure), 75456002
Excercise Tolerance (obs. entity), 248243004
Eustachian Tube (body structure), 91207004
…
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Variability

Eustachian canal structure (body structure) → 91207004

Several terms could be used to mean the same thing
Eustachian tube, auditory tube and pharyngotympanic tube
are listed as synonyms in SNOMED-CT
We can be reasonably confident to resolve those with simple
look-up
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Variability

What about these variants:

tube: underspecified, only obvious from the context
eustachian tube: change in case
ET: accronym
eust tube: abbreviation
tuba auditiva: Latin
eusthacian tube: misspelling
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Implemented or in development

Lesk-like concept disambiguation [Tulkens et al., 2016]
Using word embeddings and UMLS definitions

NER without labeled data
Using word embeddings, a chunker to detect noun phrases
and UMLS
Mapping between UMLS semantic groups and the
i2b2-defined categories

Deep-neural NER using i2b2-2010
Fast and accurate, but how good does it generalize?

Unsupervised spell-checking
Using a canonical-form lexicon and word embeddings with
character n-gram information

Currently, these work for English only!
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What about Dutch

In SNOMED-CT, Dutch translations are sometimes available

22k validated translations, 37k non-validated translations, 6k
validated synonyms*

For comparison, English version contains >300k concepts
and 1M synonyms

For Eustachian tube, no translation yet
buis van Eustachius
eustachiusbuis: premodification
oortrompet: synonym
tuba Eustachii: Latin origin

How can we map buis van Eustachius (or its alternatives) in text
to 91207004?

*Source: http://zorgict.be/congres/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/
Sessie-N1-Arabella-DHave-SNOMED-CT-vinger-aan-de-pols.pdf

http://zorgict.be/congres/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Sessie-N1-Arabella-DHave-SNOMED-CT-vinger-aan-de-pols.pdf
http://zorgict.be/congres/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Sessie-N1-Arabella-DHave-SNOMED-CT-vinger-aan-de-pols.pdf
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What are the options

1 Machine translation
free Web-based translation can work fine [Schulz et al., 2013]

2 Direct lookup: diabetes → diabetes
Dutch form same as English, or when Latin or English term is
used

3 String similarity: syndroom → syndrome
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What are the options

5 Joint-space embeddings (and model transfer)
Induce word representations over both English and Dutch
corpora
All English and Dutch terms denoting the same concept have
a very similar vectorial representation
Challenging setup and data requirements (alignment or
dictionaries?) [Gouws et al., 2014, Hermann and Blunsom, 2014]

6 External resources, especially Dutch Wikipedia
textual descriptions available
information about the medical domain through ”categories”
infoboxes with medical codes
interlanguage links
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”Opgeblazen gevoel”
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Thank you!
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Wikipedia categories
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